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A guide to wine covers such topics as buying and storing wine, understanding labels, grape

varieties, wine styles, and how to taste wine.Title: WinewiseAuthor: Kolpan, Steven/ Smith, Brian/

Weiss, MichaelPublisher: John Wiley & Sons IncPublication Date: 2008/10/13Number of Pages:

360Binding Type: HARDCOVERLibrary of Congress: 2007022432
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WineWise is a must-have for anyone seeking the knowledge and confidence to select and enjoy

great wines. It will give readers a basic introduction to wine: how to select different varieties and

identify their flavors, how to read wine labels, and how to identify grapes from wine-growing regions

all over the world. The interior features detailed maps, examples of wine labels, and hundreds of

four-color photos. Chapters include Enjoying Wine, White Grapes, Red Grapes, Living with Wine,

Wine and Food, and Wine in Restaurants, as well as chapters on wine-growing regions from

France, Italy, and Germany to California and New York State to South America, Australia, Spain,

and Portugal. There is also a chapter on Bargains, featuring the greatest inexpensive wines from

around the world. Detailed information on grapes, flavor profiles, regions, and food and wine

pairings makes it easy for consumers to choose the right wine for any occasion and any budget.

Filled with understandable, consumer-friendly, expert advice, this book is the ideal companion for

any wine enthusiast.   Exclusive: Tips from the Authors of Wine Wise (Click to Download)      
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"...plenty of essential information about geography and winemaking and the book can be read in

easily digestible chunks." (International Herald Tribune, December 19th 2008)

This book should never be read cover to cover. The material is too dense, but anyone in the

restaurant industry could do right by their customers, and their tips, by investing some time with this

book. Take a few minutes at a time while between shifts, on the toilet, or riding the street car home

and you'll be able to match a wine with your food or the food of your guests in a few months time.

Yes, I said a few months time. Wine wisdom doesn't come quickly, but the book allows you to

constantly come back and not have that textbook feel as you continue to learn through repeat

exposure.

This book is fantastic. If your just looking to drink wine or study it! It gives you the best education.

Besides the Wines Class in Culinary institute of America

This book is very good for the person interested in learning more about wine. The information

covers types of grapes, the regions in which they are grown, produced and bottled; down to how to

the basics of understanding labels. An excellent book.

none

The book came in very good conditions! I'm very happy with the material received. I definitely will by

again. Thanks

Most favorite textbook I have ever had to purchase

FOund the book very compelling. Using the regional maps I was surprised to learn how many of the

wines I really enjoy are all grouped together in a similar area of California.

I've just read a little so far in this book, but it's living up to my impressions of being very readable

and informative, allowing one to learn a lot about different wines in an easy to use and



understandable format.
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